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ABSTRACT
A hot, two-temperature accretion disk can be a strong y-ray and relativistic particle source. This
occurs when the accretion rate is high enough- M/ M ~ 3 X 10- 9a yr- 1 for a canonical Kerr black
hole-due to the high ion temperature in the inner disk. We present detailed photon and particle
spectra for specific disk models. The predicted y-ray flux is as high as 10% of the bolometric
luminosity in sub-Eddington models. Most of the y-radiation is continuous, due to the '17° decay,
emitted around 100 MeV but degraded to a few MeV in optically thick models. Spectral lines, due to
positon annihilation or to excited nuclei, provide only a small amount of the primary y-ray
luminosity. The energy flux in - 35 MeV pairs is comparable to they-ray luminosity; Penrose effects
provide a smaller number of - I GeV pairs.
Applications of the model both to galactic and extragalactic sources are discussed. Both the
galactic center y-ray source and the extragalactic y-ray background (if it is due to discrete sources)
may be due to this type of model.
Subject headings: black holes- galaxies: nuclei- gamma rays: general- particle accelerationradiation mechanisms- stars: accretion
I. INTRODUCTION

Hot optically thin accretion disks appear to be successful as models for galactic X-ray sources, such as
Cyg X-1. It also may be that these hot disks exist around massive black holes in active galactic nuclei. If the
electrons have a temperature Te ~ 10 8 K and the plasma is characterized by a Comptonization parameter y =
(4kTe/mec 2 ) max ( '~"es• '~"e~) ""I, then unsaturated Compton cooling using an abundant soft photon source will control
the electron temperature and also produce an X-ray spectrum with photon energies up to hvmax"" kTe.
Two detailed hot disk models have been proposed. The thermal state of the plasma in each one depends on the
strength of the thermal coupling between electrons and ions in the hot plasma. Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley (1976,
SLE) assume that viscosity mainly heats the ions, and that only Coulomb interactions transfer energy between the ions
and electrons. Strong radiative electron cooling then leads to 1'; > Te, and the "two-temperature" disk model. Liang
and Price (1977) and Liang and Thompson (1979, LT) assume some unspecified coupling forces 1'; = Te, and suggest a
single temperature corona sandwiching a cool, optically thick disk.
Both of these models appear able to explain the X-ray spectrum of active nuclei or of galactic sources. One
important difference, however, has been pointed out by Eilek (1980, Paper 1). She noted that the very high ion
temperatures in the two-temperature disk can lead to pion production, which in tum leads to creation of y-rays,
relativistic particles, and neutrinos. This is useful in two ways. First, a strong y-ray flux-at I to 100 MeV, depending
on the disk parameters-is potentially observable and could be used as a discriminant between the" two models.
Second, if the 1'; » Te phase does exist, the high-energy quanta produced could be important astrophysically in active
nuclei. The y-ray spectra can be compared to the few observations of individual objects that we have so far, and also to
the extragalactic y-ray background which may be due to discrete sources such as quasars. The appearance of relativistic
particles in an accretion disk is important for explaining the radio synchrotron sources, and possible self-Compton
effects, in active nuclei. The neutrino flux is presently unobservable.
1The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated Universities, Incorporated, under contract with the National
Science Foundation.
·
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Because of the importance of any y-rays and energetic particles from accretion disks-both as a discriminant
between the two hot disk models, and as a possible source of energetic quanta from discrete sources as well as they-ray
background-we expand on Paper I by calculating detailed disk models and they-ray and particle spectra arising from
them. Our approach is to take a set of disk parameters, calculate the resulting disk model, and evaluate the spectrum it
produces. Kafatos (1980) has taken a different approach. He assumes the y-ray flux from active nuclei is due to a
specific process-Penrose effects, which we discuss below-and derives constraints on disk models that allow this
process to go.
As in Paper I, we assume a two-temperature disk in a Kerr metric (which includes the Schwarzschild case, of course).
The important parameters turn out to be the angular momentum of the hole, a., the fractional accretion rate, M/M,
and two artificial model parameters, the Comptonization factor, y, and the viscosity factor, a. We will show that for
high (but sub-Eddington) values of M/M, they-ray luminosity is as high as 10% of the bolometric luminosity; the
energy flux in positrons and electrons is comparable. Both photons and particles are produced in a peak around 100
MeV (although the photons may be degraded due to optical depth effects). We will show that Penrose effects do occur
but are not dominant. Since M/ M controls T; and hence pion production, these results hold for galactic stellar sources
as well as massive black holes in active galactic nuclei.
II. PRODUCTION OF lllGH-ENERGY QUANTA IN A HOT ION GAS

a) Determining the Spectrum

We want to determine in some detail the spectrum of hard photons and energetic particles due to pion reactions in a
plasma with ion temperature :2: 10 12 K. This requires looking at the kinematics of individual reactions. We consider
neutral pions produced in
p +p -+ p

+ p + 'ITO

(single pion production is the most important mode below 1 GeV) and the subsequent decay,

Charged pions are produced, for proton energies below 1 GeV, in the reactions
p

+ p-+ p + p +a( 'IT++ 'IT-)
+ n +'IT++ b( 'IT++ 'IT-)

-+

p

-+

d +'IT++ c( 'IT++ 'IT-).

The charged pion decays through a muon to an electron (a positon or negaton);

The average energy of a pion (of any charge) arising in a pp reaction can be written,

(1)
This is a good representation of the data presented by Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1966) at energies above a few GeV.
Perola, Scarsi, and Sironi (1967) give low-energy data on the spread of y'IT resulting from a given 'Yr Their data show
that for 'Yp < 2, the y'IT( y ) curve turns down, so that y'IT-+ 1 as 'Yp-+ 'Ypr = 1.37, the threshold (7;, = 290 MeV). We shall
write y'IT = g( 'Yp) generJly, and in calculation use the representation (1) for its simplicity, while keeping in mind the
slight error at low 'Yr The cross section for pion production can then be written

(2)
where ~'IT('Yp) gives the magnitude of the cross section for species 'IT('IT+,'ITo, or 'IT-) (these are listed in Table 1).
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TABLE I
PION PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS USED IN CALCULATION
17

o:

~,o(yp)

= I.4X 10 -26(Yp -))7.375 cm2

( Yp < 2)

8.4 X I0-27y~·75
?T+: ~,+( Yp) = 3.4 X 10-26( Yp- 1)4.375
= 2.0X I0-26y~·75
?T-: ~,-( Yp) = 1.7 X 10-2\Yp -1)4.375
= 1.3 X I0-28y}·75
= 8.3 X I0-27y~·75
=

(Yp > 2)
( Yp < 2)
( Yp > 2)
( Yp < 2)

(2 < Yp < 4)
( Yp > 4)

An isotropic proton flux, Ip(Yp), (cm- 2 s- 1 sr- 1 erg- 1), results in a pion production rate per target proton

(s- 1 per proton),
qw( Yw)

=

47T f

00

~w( Yp)8 [ Yw- g( Yp)) lp( Yp) dyP.

(3)

YpT

The production rate of secondary quanta, photons and electrons, is determined from qw( Yw) by considering the
individual reactions. Neutral pion decay results in two photons, each with energy
E"

=

I
2[
n] ,
zmwc
Yw + ( Yw2 -1 ) 1/2 cos u

(4)

where 0 is the angle between the momenta of the two photons. The minimum pion energy that can produce a given
Ev is

(5)
Charged pion decay is more complicated. In the first decay, the neutrino usually takes up the mass energy difference,
leaving y,.. = Yw (Jones 1963). The muon decay results in an electron energy y *in the muon rest frame. In the laboratory
frame the electron energy is
)1/2( 2
fJ
2
Ye=YwY*+ ( Yw-1
y*-1 )1/2 cosu.

(6)

The range of Yw which can produce aYe is Yw,min < Yw < Yw,max where
2

Yw,max ( Ye ) =y*ye+ ( Ye -1

) 1/2(

2

y*-1

) 1/2

·

(7a)
(7b)

The production of secondary products of species a (photons, positons, negatons) is then (s- 1 per proton)

(8)
if/( Yw, E") is the appropriate distribution. For photons, Fazio (1967) gives

f ( Yw, E" ) = [ mwc 2( Yw2- 1)lj2]-l

(9)

for all dynamically allowed E". The lower limit of the integral, Yw min• is given by (5); the upper limit is infinity.
For muon decay, the distribution of electron energies is known' in the rest frame:

(10)
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(Jones 1963). Following Ramaty and Lingenfelter, we shall approximate F(y.) with a delta function about
JF(y*)y* dy* 73.5. This leads to the appropriate distribution,

=

/ ( Yw, Ee ) = [2mec 2(-2
y *- 1)1/2( Yw2- 1)1/2]-1 ,

807

Y• =
(11)

again for all allowed values of Ee. The limits of integration in (8) become
(12a)

-

( 2

Yw,min ( "Ye ) = "YeY*- "Ye -1

)1/2(-2
"Y• -1 )1/2 •

(12b)

Combining (3) and (8), the production rate of secondaries is
(13)
For the photon case, this becomes
(14)

with
(15)
The electron production rate is
(16)

with
(17a)
(17b)
We represent the proton flux by the relativistically correct Maxwellian (Synge 1957),

(18)
in which we have assumed T « mPc 2 jk = l.l X 10 13 K in order to approximate the modified Bessel function,
K 2 (mpc 2 jkT). We choose the Maxwellian to represent an ion distribution peaked at a characteristic energy, kT;,
without meaning to imply that the ion gas has had time to be thermodynamically relaxed. This choice of distribution is
the most critical in a plasma with mean energy per proton < 290 MeV (1'; = 3.3 X 10 12 K), for the pp reactions then
involve the high-energy tail of the distribution, and this part of the distribution is the least likely to have relaxed into
the Maxwellian.
For the pp cross section amplitudes we use the forms given in Table 1. These are approximations to curves presented
by Stecker (1973) and by Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1966), which make the integrals in (14) and (16) analytic.
Calculation of q.(E., T;) and qe±(Ye, T;) is then straightforward.
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FIG. 1.- The integrated production rate of positrons (upper curve) and negatrons (lower curve) due to charged pion production in a
proton gas at temperature T;.

b) Decay Product Spectra for a Given T;

The photon number spectrum (photons per second per target particle) from '17° decay is centered at E.= m'/Tc 2j2"" 70
MeV. The spectrum we calculate is flat for a range of width - 150 MeV (at T; = 3 X 10 11 K) to 250 MeV (at
T; = 3 X 10 12 K) around the central value, and falls off exponentially on either side of this range. The flat top is due to
the artificial form (1); a better calculation will show a rounded top with maximum - 70 MeV (cf. Marscher, Vestrand,
and Scott 1980). The magnitude of q.(E., T;) is a strong function of T;, as one would expect from the cross section
given in Table 1 (cf. Dahlbacka, Chapline, and Weaver 1974 for a different formulation).
The electron spectrum resulting from charged pion decay has the same form, namely, a plateau centered on
Ye = y * = 73.5 with an exponential decrease in qe±(Ye• T;) at higher and lower Ye· Figure 1 shows the integrated
electron production rate,
{19}
Again the strong dependence on T; is evident. The dominance of positon production over negaton production at lower
proton energies is reflected in the smaller qe-(T;) values, compared to qe+(T;).
Penrose processes in a disk about a rotating black hole will contribute a small number of more energetic particles, up
to 1 GeV. As these effects involve the interaction of disk photons with the ergosphere of the black hole, we reserve
discussion of this for the next section.
c) Total X- andy-Ray Spectrum
We consider four sources of hard photons relevant to accretion disk material at ion temperature T; and electron
temperature Te. Figure 2 shows the emission spectrum integrated over radius in an optically thin model disk, broken up
into the four components.
The spectral emissivity (ergs s- 1 erg- 1) of this process can be found as a solution of the Kompaneets equation (cf.
Rybicki and Lightman 1979, or SLE),
{20a}
where, if y

=

(kTjmc 2 ) max (Tes• Te~) and

Tes

is the electron scattering optical depth, the spectral index is
2

16
] 1!
a(y,T,)=l3 { 1- [ 1+ 9y{l+!}

}

(20b}
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FIG. 2.- The photon spectrum from a disk model with M =I M0 yr- 1, M = 10 8 M0 , = 0.1, y =I. This is the spectrum emitted by an
optically thin disk; that seen at infinity is affected by relativistic effects, and is given in Fig. 5. Optical depth effects modify the spectrum, as
shown in Fig. 3. Component (I) is unsaturated Compton electron cooling; (2) is bremsstrahlung from relativistic electrons created in pion
decay; (3) is the 4.4 MeV line of carbon; (4) is from neutral pion decay. The disk spectrum is very close to that of an ion gas at a single
temperature equal to the maximum disk T;.

with

f= 2.50 + 1.8750 2 (1- 0)
if 0 = k1;,/mec 2 . This spectral index is quite sensitive toy if y 2:1. The height of the spectrum is determined by
requiring the total electron cooling (see§ III) to equal the spectrum (20), integrated over frequency, with an arbitrary
low-energy cutoff Po= 10 15 Hz. The constant Eo is sensitive to Po only if y < 1 (Ia I> 1), in which case Eo <X P0 (lal-l).
Radiation from the relativistic electrons provides the second component of the spectrum. These electrons are
unlikely to be trapped in the disk. The lifetime for a 35 MeV electron to annihilation, bremsstrahlung losses, or
Coulomb losses in the disk is longer than the escape time, hI c in a disk of half-thickness h. Thus, a simple estimate of
the density of relativistic electrons is
(21)

Three factors may change this simple density estimate. If plasma microturbulence reduces the particle streaming
speed much below c, n e ± will be larger than given by (21 ). If the relativistic particles suffer severe inverse Compton
losses on the cold photons, their annihilation lifetime shortens and (21) will be a poor estimate of their density. Finally,
if yy pair production is important (cf. Cavallo and Rees 1978; Liang 1979), the pair density may exceed the estimate
(21 ). Considering all three effects, we expect that (21) is a conservative estimate of the energetic particle density.
Bremsstrahlung or Comptonization will be the strongest radiation mechanism from these electrons. We calculate the
bremsstrahlung directly from (21), using the ion density in the disk, noting that for electrons of energy y,m,c\ the
spectrum has the usual cutoff at E":::::: Yemec 2 . Integrating over electron energies gives the total emissivity, Eff(Ev),
component (2) in Figure 2. The height of Eff(E") depends strongly on 1';, reflecting the qe±(I';) behavior of Figure 1.
We do not attempt to model the Compton losses of the relativistic electrons in detail but note that these losses can
enhance the hard X-ray spectrum (cf. Caroff, Eilek, and Noerdlinger 1983).
A third y-ray emissivity is due to excited nuclear lines. We include emission from one line, the 4.4 MeV line of
carbon (component 3 in Fig. 2). Higdon and Lingenfelter (1977) give the total emissivity in this line as a function of
temperature. We do not compute a line profile, but note that the FWHM:::::: 0.9T;~{f MeV, which is slightly less than
our frequency grid in the numerical work. This line is visible at intermediate I;; below 1'; -10 12 K the line is very weak,
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FIG. 3.-Expected spectrum for the model in Fig. 2 due to opacity to pair production above - 6 MeV

and above T;- 5 X 10 12 K the bremsstrahlung from the relativistic electrons swamps the line. The 0.5 MeV annihilation
line has a FWHM = 1.1TJI2 keV (Crannell, Joyce, and Ramaty 1976). Any contribution to this line from the disk itself
will be swamped by the thermal component (1). If the positrons escape the disk and annihilate in an ambient gas, we
estimate from our higher-L.r models that the line will be observable above the continuum if the ambient temperature
:$107 K.
Finally, the dominant y-ray emission is the peak at 100-200 MeV from .,o decay (component 4 in Fig. 2). The
emissivity in this mode is given by e.,o(E., 1';) = nPq.(E., T;) from (14). The strength of this peak depends on 1';: for
T; ~ 1 X 10 12 K, the flux in the .,o peak exceeds 10- 3 of the total flux (almost all in component 1); forT;> 3 X 10 12 K,
the .,o flux exceeds 1% of the total; forT; reaching 10 13 K-the highest T; for which these models are valid-w 0 flux
reaches 10% or more of the total flux.
We note, finally, that many of the models turn out to be optically thick to yy pair production for photon energies
above a few MeV. This will degrade the 100 MeV y-ray peak to a few MeV, and the disk spectrum will not look like
Figure 2 but rather will have a knee at a few MeV. We do not attempt to model this secondary spectrum in detail, as
such an extensive calculation (Caroff, Eilek, and Noerdlinger 1983) is outside the scope of this paper. In Figure 3,
however, we indicate the approximate shape of the optically thick spectrum from the model of Figure 2. We assume
that all the luminosity above the smallest optically thick photon energy, EYY' is degraded to or below EYY' with a
spectral shape below Eyy that is constant or decreasing toward lower energy.
III. DISK MODELS AND THEIR SPECTRA

a) Calculating the Disk Structure
Having determined the photon and electron production rates as a function of ion temperature, we next compute
accretion models. We use the optically thin, unsaturated Compton disk model of SLE (which is critically discussed by
Eardley eta/. 1978, and also by LT), as extended to a Kerr metric in Paper I. In common with most disk accretion
models (cf. Novikov and Thome 1973) this model assumes a Keplerian azimuthal velocity, v~, with a slow inward drift,
v,, determined by viscous dissipation. The viscosity is parameterized such that the viscous stress is given by ap, if p is
the gas pressure and 0 <a~ 1. This assumption, that v, « v~, breaks down in the inner regions of a Kerr disk (Paper I
and Kafatos and Leiter 1979). Liang and Thompson (1980) have looked at transonic disk accretion in isothermal flows
and in unsaturated Compton flows with 1';/Te held constant. We are presently extending this work to accretion in a
Kerr metric. For the present work, however, we shall retain the Keplerian a-disk.
The thermal structure of the gas is the important property of the model. Disk accretion apparently can occur in
more than one mode. One such mode is a cool, optically thick disk, radiating at its blackbody temperature, Tbb 10 6

=
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TABLE2
APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS DESCRIBING DISK STRUCTURE

<I:

'Tes

( . )1/6( 2 )1/6
1/6 1/2 M*
/3
I
y
M8
fd2
r¥'4

'Tes =

3.3a

T;=

• ) S/6 ( h'/1
7 ) 1/6 I
1.5 X 10 13 K ( M*
a116y112
M8
/[
d(4

M )1/6(/ 2 )1/6
T,=4.2XI0 8 K~/;6 ( M:
~; r¥'4

12

M ) 114( /Ji32 )1/4 _I_
= 29 Xl011
-3a 3/4Y 3/4 ( _8
.
em
M
.
3
9/4
8
M*
h
r*
· )S/12( /27 ) 1/12 1
h
1.2
M*

n

/til

-;: = a7/12i/4 ( M8
'Tes

r¥'8

> I:
( . ) 1/9( 2 ) 1/9
1/9 1/3 M*
/3
I
= 2.2a y
M8
f1h
r¥'6

'Tes

2.3X 10 13 K

T; = a10/9y1/3

. )8/9( fdf. 0 ) 1/9 I
( M*
/ 32
M8
r}'3

22)

1/3 ( M 8 )2/9( fd2 1/9 r1!3
T = 2 9X 10 8 KL__
e
·
2/9
·
*
a
M*
/34
2/3 112 ( ~
M )1/3(
n=1.5Xl011cm-3~
fd3 )1/3 __!_
M8
h
-;: =

M*

If

r*

. )4/9( hs ) 1/9 I
1.5
M*
(
aS19y1!6 M 8
fi/3
r¥'6

K(MjM0 yr- 1)(M/l0 8 M0 )- 2 • Another is a hot, optically thin model where the temperature is determined by the
specific cooling mechanisms of the electrons and ions. Assuming that unsaturated Comptonization from an external
source of soft photons cools the electrons, and that only Coulomb collisions with the electrons allows the ions to cool,
then viscous ion heating leads to the two-temperature disk of SLE. Large values of M/M then result in heating strong
enough to cause 1'; » T•.
It is of course possible that a stronger microscopic coupling can thermalize the two distributions (although no
specific mechanism has been proposed). Assuming 1'; = T. leads to models such as the coronal model of Liang and
Price (1977), and LT. This assumption leads to an equilibrium temperature intermediate between 1'; and T. in the
two-temperature model.
In this paper, however, we assume only Coulomb coupling between the ions and electrons. In order to calculate disk
models we use six structure equations involving r;, T.,p, the density n, the disk half-thickness h, and the optical depth
Tes· The parameters a (viscosity) andy (Comptonization) are varied slightly in the solutions. As these equations are not
new, we defer listing them and describing the solution in detail to the Appendix. We do include cooling from pion
production in the ion thermal equation. We note that pion production from pp collisions is the next most important
proton cooling mechanism after Coulomb collisions with electrons. Other reactions available to medium-energy
protons-spallation, pp bremsstrahlung, or direct pair production ( pp, pe, or p y) have lower cross sections than pion
production, and also may have low rates due to the lower abundances of heavy elements or photons with hv > 2m.c 2 •
In general the solution involves numerical solution of an algebraic equation forTes· However, when 1'; > T. and when
the pion cooling is negligible, approximate analytic solutions can be found in the two regimes, Tes ~ 1. These are
presented for reference in Table 2; the numerical solutions deviate from these as 1'; approaches T. or as the pion
cooling becomes important. Figure 4 shows the radial behavior of temperature and density for one particular model in
Schwarzschild and canonical Kerr (a*= 0.998) metrics (Thome 1974).
The dependence of 1'; on the disk parameters is important. The disk in the canonical Kerr metric extends inwards to
rms = 1.2rg (rg = GM/ c 2 ), with 1'; reaching a maximum at r"" 2rg, whereas the Schw~schild disk extends o~y to 6rg
and has maximum 1'; at r"" 12rg. We see from Table 2 that 1'; depends on the ratio MjM, rather than on M and M
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FIG. 4.-Temperature and density behavior in an accretion disk with M =I M 0 yr- 1, M = 10 8 M0 , a= 0.1. The solid line is the
canonical Kerr model; the dotted line is the Schwarzchild case. r* = rjl.SX 10 13 em.

independently, and inversely on fractional powers of the parameters y and a. Table 3 summarizes the Kerr models we
calculated using a*= 0.998. In this table we list the "independent variables," Ml M, a,y, and the calculated values for
T;,max• the y-ray luminosity Ly, for. the optically thin case, the X-ray luminosity Le (from Compton cooling), the
relativistic electron production rate Ne, and the photon energy above which the opacity to y-y pair production exceeds
unity, En (see§ IIIb). We note ~at these ranges of MIM are consistent with the condition for the existence of an
inner, optically thin, "hot" disk, MIM '?. w-•oa- 17132 (Mil0 8 M0 )-l/32 yr- 1 (Eardley and Lightman 1975; Kafatos
1980). We find empirically that 1'; max > 10 12 for MI M > 3 X w- 9ay l/ 2 yr- I in the Kerr metric, and for MI M > 8 X
w- 8ayl/2 yr- 1 in the Schwarzschild metric. In disks which are optically thick-those with En as low as a few
MeV -the e~ergent y-ray luminosity will be the sum of Ly(thin) and the energy flux in electrons, Le± Ly(thin). The
models with MIM = 3 X w-s yr- 1 and a= 0.1 should not be taken very seriously. They show T; » mPc 2 (in violation
of our assumptions in § Ila) and Le » LEdd; we include them to indicate the limit of self-consistency of these
calculations. Pion production is significant in these hot models. The fact that T; depends only on the ratio M1M means
that galactic X-ray sources-those due to accretion onto stellar-sized black holes-will also be seen as y-ray sources if
MI M is high enough.
Disks associated with slowly rotating or stationary black holes tend to be less interesting as a source of y-rays or
energetic particles. This is because the innermost stable orbit, which provides the inner edge of the accretion disk in
traditional models, is farther from the hole. This reduces the maximum 1';, and hence the importance of the
high-energy processes, compared to a rapidly rotating hole with the same accretion rate.
It is hard to say whether accreting gas will choose an optically thick or optically thin mode. We feel that the outer
boundary conditions of the disk-i.e., the "pre-disk" state of the gas-probably select the hot or cold mode. (For
instance, Pringle, Rees, and Pacholczyk 1973 suggest that a tenuous gas may be adiabatically heated in quasi-spherical
infall before it can radiate and before it forms into a disk.) On the other hand, it is often assumed that the gas, at least
in the inner regions, will form into a cold, optically thick disk, and then undergo a phase transition to the hot mode.
SLE suggest that the secular instability (Lightman and Eardley 1974) will set off a thermal instability (e.g., Pringle
1976) and cause the transition. Stoeger (1980) disagrees with this but suggests that a density gradient due to a radial
velocity gradient can trigger the transition. The therrital stability of the hot disk phase is problematic. Piran (1978) has
shown that both bremsstrahlung and Compton cooled disks are thermally unstable when the heating is given by the
a-viscosity. A thermal instability in a cold disk will not, of course, induce a transition to the hot phase if that phase is
itself unstable. LT suggest that a corona with the cooling modulated by thermal conduction will be thermally stable.
However, the change in thermal conductivity at high temperatures will induce thermal instability in this model also. (A

=
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TABLE3
MODELS WITH KERR METRIC

y

max 7j(K)

Ly/L.

L.ILEdd

N./M

0.3
3.0
0.3
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.3
1.0
3.0

2.4(12)
8.6(11)
1.7(11)
6.5(10)
6.6(12)
3.4(12)
2.3(12)
4.6(11)
2.8(11)
1.9(11)
1.7(13)
9.5(12)
6.5(12)
1.1(12)
7.4(11)
5.1(11)
4.6(13)
2.8(13)
1.9(13)
3.2(12)
2.2(12)
1.5(12)
1.1(14)
7.4(13)
5.2(13)
8.6(12)
5.8(12)
3.9(12)

3.9(- 3)
4.5(- 5)
3.2( -9)
6.9( -10)
3.0( -2)
2.0( -2)
1.0( -2)
8.7(- 8)
2.3(- 8)
1.3(- 8)
8.1( -2)
8.3(- 2)
7.7(-2)
2.6(- 5)
2.3( -6)
4.3( -7)
0.24
0.25
0.25
2.2(- 3)
1.1(- 3)
3.1(-4)
0.48
0.65
0.70
9.4(- 3)
9.3(- 3)
7.4(- 3)

4.4(- 2)
4.3( -2)
4.1(-2)
4.1(-2)
0.15
0.17
0.18
0.14
0.14
0.14
9.6( -2)
0.46
0.51
0.41
0.41
0.41
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.2
3.9
3.9

2.6( -2)
1.5(- 3)
5.1( -II)
0.16
0.13
8.0( -2)
4.2(-6)
1.2( -7)
1.6(- 9)
0.31
0.43
0.47
3.9( -4)
9.9(- 5)
2.2( -5)
0.53
0.75
0.96
1.3(- 2)
7.0(- 3)
3.0(- 3)
0.75
1.1
1.5
4.5( -2)
4.8( -2)
4.3(- 2)

Eyy(MeV)
200
30
300
60
300
15
3
400
30
10
300
10
3
400
10
5
400
6
4
500
6
5
200
4
2
300
8
2

classical collisional gas has conductive heat flux a: T 512 vT, but the heat flux tends to saturate when the gas becomes
collisionless andjor relativistic; cf. Eilek and Caroff 1979.) On the other hand, Piran points out that a change in the
heating law from the arbitrary constant-a form can be stabilizing. In particular, a viscosity parameter a' proportional
to (nh)-m, with m > 1, is stabilizing. [This form comes from Piran's analysis in terms of din ajdln (nh), and not, we
emphasize, from any physical argument about dissipation.]
We feel that both the "choice" of the accreting gas for a hot or cold phase, and the thermal stability of a true hot
phase, are unanswered questions at the present. The hot, two-temperature model still seems to be physically possible in
the light of these arguments.
b) High-Energy Spectra from These Models

They-ray spectrum from a disk is dominated by that region of the disk where 1'; is highest. We can see directly from
Table 3 that ~e disk parameters (M/M,a,y) determine T;,max and hence LY, the total luminosity due to pion
processes, and N., the particle production rate from pion processes.
Figure 2 shows the photon spectrum (as seen at the disk) for one of the models with high y-ray flux: M = 10 8 M 0 ,
M = 1 M 0 yr- 1, a= 0.1. The spectrum from this disk, observed at infinity (Cunningham 1975) is shown in Figure 5 at
three observing angles. The factor of 2 or 3 shift in the y-ray peak is worth noting. The "' 0 -+ 2 y peak and also the e ±
bremsstrahlung spectrum shown in Figures 2 and 5 depend strongly on 1'; max· In Figure 6 we show L.!LF.dd and
Ly/ L. as a function of M/ M, with a= 0.1 and 1.0, for both Schwarzschild and canonical Kerr models. L. is the total
electron cooling of the disk, given by energy conservation by the second term in equation (A4), and LF.dd is the classical
Eddington luminosity, LF.dd=l.3X10 46 M 8 ergs s- 1. For the highest M/M values, L.>LF.dd• and the model
as calculated may be inconsistent (see, however, Liang 1979). In all models calculated, L./Mc 2 < 0.42, the extreme
Kerr limit (Bardeen, Press, and Teukolsky 1972). However, for M/M high enough that T;,max > 10 12 K but still subEddington, the pion-induced y-ray luminosity is appreciable. The most interesting cases result in L 1 = 0.1 L., that is, in
10% of the total luminosity being in the y-ray band. As one would expect from the dependence of 1';, max on the model
parameters, rotating black holes and lower disk viscosities favor higher y-ray production. This result can be very
significant for models of active nuclei especially, where M/M -10- 8 yr- 1 is generally considered.
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FIG. 5.- The total spectrum from the disk of Fig. 2, as seen at infinity. The labels specify the cosine of the observing angle (where
observers have a cosine of unity, and equatorial observers have a cosine of zero).
FIG. 6.-Solid line, total electron cooling, L,, as a fraction of the Eddington luminosity, LF.dd = 1.3 X 10 46 M 8 ergs s- 1. Dotted line, total
pion-induced luminosity of L,. The curves are for (a) canonical Kerr, a= 0.1; (b) canonical Kerr, a= 1.0; (c) Schwarzchild, a= 0.1; (d)
Schwarzchild, a = 1.0.

The Comptonization parameter y can strongly affect the X-ray spectrum, as shown in equation (20). This change is
much more significant than the slow dependence of the disk structure parameters on y (cf. Table 2). In Figure 7 we
show the same disk model as in Figure 2, but withy varying from 0.3 to 3.0. The change in the X-ray spectrum is
striking. The conventional choice in the literature has been y"" I, which agrees with observed X-ray spectra of galactic
objects. It has been argued that a steady state system will have y "" I because the strong dependence of the electron
cooling on y when y ~ I will act as a thermostat (cf. SLE; Holt and McCray 1982). We continue this choice, but note
the extreme sensitivity of the X-ray slope, and also of the pair production opacity (discussed immediately below) to
small changes in y when y "" I.
This calculation indicates that most of they-ray and X-ray luminosities are emitted in the inner region of the disk,
r :$ 50rg, say. This means that the photon density in the more luminous models is high enough that pair production in
y-ray photon-X-ray photon interactions is important. (McBreen 1979 has pointed this out for 3C 273.) We list in Table
3 the frequency, Err• at which 'Tyy -I (calculated perpendicular to the disk) for pair production from the X-ray
spectrum, assuming the X-ray photons are spread evenly over a region - 20rg and are isotropically distributed.
Photons with E ~ Eyy cannot escape the region. In Figure 8 we show the frequency dependence of the photon mean
free path, /(v), for several models. We find that Err [chosen, for instance, so that /(En)= 20rg] is sensitive most
strongly to the Comptonization parameter y. For y >I, Eyy- 3-10 MeV, with little sensitivity to the other model
parameters. For y <I, however, Err> 100 MeV, reflecting the steeper X-ray spectrum and the relative absence of
photons above the energy threshold for pair production. Models with Err as low as a few MeV will not display the
optically thin spectrum calculated in this paper, but rather will modify that spectrum through pair production and
annihilation processes, as illustrated in Figure 3.
The rate of energetic particle production, calculated from equation (16); is shown in Figure 9 as a function of M/ M,
again for a range of (y, a) values. The disk models wJ;rich pro~uce t?e highest y-ray luminosities, Ly I Le ~ 0.11 (Fig. 6),
also have total relativistic particle production rates, Ne ;:::: 0.1 M if M is measured in protons per second. We note again
that second order effects-viz., yy pair production and cascade-will increase the particle production.
Another possible source of energetic particles is y-p pair production in the ergosphere of a Kerr black hole, which
can result in an ejected pair with total energy up to m Pc 2. This is the Penrose process, suggested for massive black holes
by Leiter and Kafatos (1978) and Kafatos and Leiter (1979). This process involves a photon with energy hv ~I MeV
colliding with a proton in the ergosphere (r < 2rg for a canonical Kerr metric). The y + p-+ p + e+ + e- reaction
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FIG. 7.-The effects of the Comptonization parameter,y, on the model of Fig. 2. We note the sensitivity of the X-ray slope below - 300
keV to small changes in y.

products may fall into the hole, or they have some chance of escaping with added energy. We are not aware of detailed
calculations for this process, but Piran and Shaham (1977) have done Monte Carlo simulations of Compton scattering
in the ergosphere. Their results indicate that about 20% of the collisions result in an escaping high-energy photon. The
escaping spectrum declines faster than a power law but less fast than an exponential, and has a peak at an energy a few
times E0 if E0 is the initial photon energy. As in Figure 5, the spectra are harder for angles close to the equatorial plane.
Penrose Compton scattering boosts photons to E -1 MeV, but will be swamped by the other y-ray production in
these models. We investigated Penrose pair production in some detail, however. As it depends on the total y-ray
luminosity of the disk, we did not include this process in the model, but rather estimate its magnitude ex post facto. The
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FIG. 8.-The mean free path, /(v) (in units of rg=GMjc 2 ) for a photon of frequency v to pair production with other disk-created
photons. The dotted line marks 20 rg, tq give an estimate for the mean free path needed to escape.
FIG. 9.-The particle creation rate, N. (in units of s- 1), in terms of the mass accretion rate, M* (in units of M 0 yr- 1). The labels refer to
the models of Fig. 5.
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probability of a photon from the disk hitting the ergosphere is given by the fractional solid angle (- hr8 jr 2 for
r » r8 ), increased by the capture cone for the rotating hole. We estimated the pair-production optical depth for a
photon in the ergosphere:

(Cf. Kafatos and Leiter 1979 for e~' 1 , and Paper I for CJYP.) The optical depth was in the range 0.03-1.1 for the models
calculated. We assumed that 0.2 of the photons undergoing pair production in the ergosphere result in an escaping
pair. We estimated the Penrose pair production rate from '~"erg• using the calculated LY. We combined '~"erg with the
fractional solid angle given. above;;, and with the calculated LY for various models to estimate the Penrose pair
production rate. We found NPPP/Ne -10- 4 to 10- 3 for all models. The increased probability of capt_ure fo~ photons
created near the ergosphere may raise this a bit; we expect the most favorable situation would give NPPP/Ne -10- 2 .
This means the luminosity in Penrose pairs (at 1 GeV per pair) may be from a few percent to 10% of LY from the disk.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have found that the two-temperature accretion disk proposed by Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley (1976) can be
a strong source of y-rays and relativistic particles. The important results of the calculation are as follows .
. i) The y-ray luminosity can be a significant part of the tot~ disk luminosity. A high LY is favored in models with
MjM ~ 3 X 10- 9ai12 yr- 1 in a canonical Kerr metric (high M/M values are required in the Schwarzschild case).
ii) The inner region will be optically thick to the higher energy y-rays in models with flat X-ray spectra (those with
y ~ 1). Cascade interactions between photons and particles will degrade the higher-energy spectrum down to 1-10 MeV
in these disks.
iii) The high-energy spectrum will consist of a power law spectrum out to a few hundred keV (from unsaturated
Compton cooling of electrons at ~ ~ 10 9 K) and a y-ray component which can be as large as 10-20% of the total
luminosity. They-ray emission is a "knee" at a few MeV in the optically thick models, and a peak at a few hundred
MeV in the optically thin models.
iv) The high-MjM models are also strong sources of relativistic positons and negatons at -50 MeV per particle,
with the energy flux in these particles comparable to LY.
v) Penrose pair production does occur in the ergosphere, with an energy flux - 1-10% of the energy flux of particles
from primary pion reactions.
The particle fluxes predicted are not directly observable, although the particles may act as a source for radio
emission (cf. Paper I) and the positrons will produce annihilation radiation (the strength and spectrum of which will
depend on local conditions). The hard X-ray andy-ray flux is observable and may test the validity of the model. How
do these models compare with the few observations we have?
a) Galactic Sources

Few galactic sources have been detected above 100 keV, except for the transient and bursting sources which are
unlikely to be explained by the present model. However, Nolan eta/. (1981) have measured the high-energy spectrum
of Cyg X-1 out to 10 MeV and find a significant excess flux (5-10% of the total power) for 300 keV to 1 MeV, as
compared to a single-temperature thermal spectrum at k~ = 32 keV. Their energy spectrum below 200 keV can be
fitted with a power law proportional to E- 0 ·5• Both this relatively flat X-ray slope and the excess emission above 300
keV, with a cutoff at a few MeV, agree well with our optically thick models.
The other striking galactic source is, of course, the galactic center. In addition to a compact non thermal radio source
(Lo 1982), the region shows continuous hard X-ray emission out to a few MeV (Matteson 1982) and also the 0.5 MeV
annihilation line (Lingenfelter and Ramaty 1982). These features could be due to a hot, two-temperature disk around a
central black hole. We explore the energetic source at the galactic center more fully elsewhere (Kafatos and Eilek
1983).
b) Extragalactic Sources

Three active galactic nuclei have been seen so far in y-rays. Kafatos (1980) summarizes these observations. The
nucleus of Cen A has been seen out to 30 MeV (Hallet a/. 1976) and is also detected at 300 GeV (Grindlay eta/. 1975)
with L( > 1 MeV)- 0.2 Lboi· The quasar 3C 273 has been seen out to 500 MeV (Swanenburg eta/. 1978) with
L( > 1 MeV)- 0.6 Lboi· NGC 4151 has been detected out to 100 MeV (Schonfelder 1978), with L( > 1 MeV)- 0.5
Lboi· All three spectra can be fitted by power laws with breaks (cf. Kafatos 1980). Except for the 300 GeV emission
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from Cen A, which is too energetic to come from the basically thermal processes in our models, these data are not
inconsistent with our models. However, there are hardly enough data here to test various theories.
Future observations of individual active objects will be useful. The relative luminosity above and below 100 keY, and
any relation between the power law slope below 100 keV and the presence of 100 MeV emission, will be particularly
good discriminants of the model. The Gamma Ray Observatory, in particular, is predicted to be sensitive to 10- 4
photons cm- 2 s- 1 MeV- 1 at 0.5-1.0 MeV and tow-s photons cm- 2 s- 1 MeV- 1 at 1-10 MeV. These sensitivity
levels translate to detectable luminosities of 3 X 10 47z 2 ergs s- 1 (0.5-1.0 MeV) and 9 X 10 46z 2 ergs s- 1 (1-10 MeV), if
H 0 = 75 km s- 1 Mpc- 1•
However, present day observations of quasars at lower X-ray energies sample many more objects and may provide
insight to the applicability of these models. Mushotzky eta/. (1980) observed several nearby active galactic nuclei from
2 to 50 keY and found the energy spectrum to be a power law with slope -0.7 ± 0.1. (This would imply y == 1 in our
picture.) Most of their objects are not radio strong. The Einstein X-Ray Observatory has detected 80% of the quasars it
observed at 2 keV (Zamorani eta/. 1981; Ku, Helfand, and Lucy 1980). It appears that radio-strong quasars have
relatively higher X-ray luminosities (compared, for instance, to their optical luminosity) but that radio-weak objects are
still X-ray sources.
If, indeed, a two-temperature accretion disk around a massive black hole exists in an active nucleus, the calculations
in this paper suggest that the fractional mass accretion rate may be the important parameter in distinguishing
radio-weak and radio-strong models. When Mj M is low, the hot electrons in the disk still produce a power law X-ray
spectrum out to -100 keY, as seen by Mushotzky eta/. (1980). When MjM is larger, the high pion production
provides a strong source of y-rays (at a few MeV if the disk is optically thick) and also a strong source of relativistic
particles. These particles could be the seeds of further acceleration and radiation processes; in particular they could
produce the nonthermal synchrotron and self-Compton spectrum which seems to be seen in radio-strong quasars. (See
Jones, O'Dell, and Stein 1974 for the synchrotron self-Compton model; and, recently, Owen, Helfand, and Spangler
1981 and Owen and Puschell 1982 for observations pertinent to the possible mixture of thermal and nonthermal
components in quasar spectra.)
c) The y- Ray Background

Finally, a powerful indirect measurement of the high-energy spectrum of active nuclei may come from the y-ray
background. Below - 50 keY the background is well fitted by a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum at kTe = 40 keY (cf.
Boldt 1980). Above 50 keY, it appears to follow a power law, or several power laws with breaks; in particular, there is
some evidence for a bump and steepening at a few MeV (Schonfelder, Grami, and Penningsfeld 1980), although this
latter has been questioned (Setti and Woltjer 1982). There has been much discussion about the high-energy background
being due to discrete sources, especially quasars (for instance, Bignami eta/. 1979; Setti and Woltjer; and references
therein). The power law below a few MeV, the apparent steepening at a few MeV, and the relatively small luminosity at
very high energies, all provide strong constraints on the "average" quasar. Kafatos and Eilek (1982) find that
the two-temperature accretion disk models of this paper withy -1-3 and M- 0.1-1 of the Eddington limit may be a
good model for the spectrum of this typical "background" quasar.
We wish to thank R. Mushotzky and P. Noerdlinger for illuminating discussions. J. E. is grateful for the hospitality
of the 1980 Aspen Workshop on Astrophysics, where some of this work was carried out.
APPENDIX
We follow Novikov and Thorne (1973) in writing down the basic structure equations for a Keplerian, a-viscosity
disk in a Kerr metric (which reduces to Schwarzschild if a*= 0). Novikov and Thorne give the analytic metric
structure factors te, ~. 8, 6D, and t;;, and an integral representation of~; Page and Thorne (1974) give an explicit form
for~ and one correction to the Novikov and Thorne factors. We refer the reader to these papers for the (rather long)
formulae, and here we simply list the compound factors that appear in the structure equations:
/ 2

(r) =

81/2~/~6D,

(AI)

We emphasize that these are functions of radius. Paper I illustrates their behavior.
The structure equations for the disk are:
vertical hydrostatic support:

(A2)
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angular momentum transport:

ion thermal balance:
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unsaturated Compton cooling:
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2

+~,

(A4)

(A5)

Here, g('~"es) =max ( '~"es• '~"e~); A,(T;)n 2 is the ion energy loss per volume through pion processes; the other terms have
their usual meaning. The function A,(T;) can be found from the ( av) curve given by Dahlbacka, Chapline, and
Weaver (1974). The fudge factors in (A3) and (A5) are a, the viscosity parameter, which we take to be 0.1 and 1.0 in
our models, andy, the Comptonization parameter, which we take as 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0. The system of equations is
completed with the state equation, p = nk(T; + Te), and the optical depth definition, '~"es = 6.65 X 10- 25 nh. This gives
six equations in the unknown (T;, Te, n,p, h, '~"es) which can be reduced to a single equation in '~"es•

M*)

2.9x w- 2 (
(/2(r.)) 3 ( )3;2_ I.5x w- 6 3 ( )1;2
3/2
M
3/2
'~"esg '~"es
1/2
'~"esg '~"es
ay
8
r*
y
(A6)

M*

We have parameterized M8 = M/10 8 M0 ,
= M/1 M0 yr- 1 and r* = rc 2jGM = r/(l.5X 10 13 M 8) em.
In general (A6) must be solved numerically for '~"es• and then the rest of the unknowns can be found directly. This
was done in our numerical models. However, when T; » Te and when the pion cooling is small, the second and third
terms in (A6) are small and an analytic solution for '~"es is possible. This is given in Table 2.
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